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Abstract—Motivated by the strong influence network rigidity
has on collaborative systems, in this paper, we consider the problem of partitioning a multiagent network into two sub-teams, a
bipartition, such that the resulting sub-teams are topologically
rigid. In this direction, we determine the existence conditions for
rigidity-preserving bipartitions, and provide an iterative algorithm that identifies such partitions in polynomial time. In
particular, the relationship between rigid graph partitions and
the previously identified Z-link edge structure is given, yielding
a feasible direction for graph search. Adapting a supergraph
search mechanism, we then detail a methodology for discerning graphs cuts that represent valid rigid bipartitions. Next,
we extend our methods to a decentralized context by exploiting
leader election and an improved graph search to evaluate feasible cuts using only local agent-to-agent communication. Finally,
full algorithm details and pseudocode are provided, together
with simulation results that verify correctness and demonstrate
complexity.
Index Terms—Distributed robot systems, graph rigidity,
networked robots.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OORDINATED autonomous systems continue to
demand strong attention from researchers, particularly within recent years. The driving force of this surge
is the increasing promise of multiagent systems in reality, a product of rapid advancements in computation and
communication, and the implications that collaborative
systems have for impactful applications. Examples range
from base behaviors such as tracking and coverage [1]–[3],
formation control [4], [5], and state consensus [6], [7],
synchronization and optimization [8], [9], to higher-level
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objectives such as collective transport [10], wireless network
optimization [11], [12], environmental monitoring [13], and
data fusion [14]. Additionally, multiagent systems may yield
significant advantages over single-agent solutions in terms
of heterogeneity of mobility and sensing, fault tolerance and
flexibility, and scalability [15]–[18].
In this paper, we are concerned with identifying two properties of the graph that describes a multiagent network. First,
given a single team of connected agents, we wish to identify
partitions in the network graph that yield two sub-teams, i.e.,
graph bipartitions or split maneuvers. Partitioning or splitting
a team emerges as an important behavior primitive in navigating uncertain or cluttered environments by endowing the team
with the flexibility to change in both composition and scale.
Further, network partitioning is compelling in the context of
task assignment (see [19]), as it would enable task-centric
collaboration, allowing for example the decoupling of tasks
across spatiotemporal scales. There is also promise in applying the team splitting primitive for collective transport [20],
multitarget entrapment or encirclement [21], and multiteam
cooperation [22].
Our second and arguably most important concern is that
each partitioned team is rigid (which also implies connected
sub-teams). Broadly speaking, rigidity represents an important requirement when a system demands collaboration. For
example, rigidity guarantees formation stability when only relative sensing information is available [23]–[25]. Specifically,
the asymptotic stability of a formation is guaranteed when
the graph that defines the formation is rigid by construction.
Thus, in maintaining sub-team rigidity, it becomes possible to
move beyond the classical formation methodology, to that of
dynamic formations, precisely as rigidity can guarantee stability as the underlying network changes. Sub-teams could
then take on dynamically generated and stable formations
based on the objectives of a given task assignment. Rigidity
is also a necessary (and in certain settings sufficient) condition for localization tasks with distance or bearing-only
measurements [24], [26], [27]. The ability of a network to
self-localize is of clear importance across various application
contexts, and for example in [27], it is shown that if the rigidity
conditions for localizability for traditional noiseless systems
are satisfied, and measurement errors are small enough, then
the network will be approximately localizable. Bipartitions
that are rigidity-preserving are then immediately localizationpreserving as well. Finally, the flavor of rigidity studied here is
also a necessary component of global rigidity [28]–[30], which
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can further strengthen the guarantees of formation stability
and localizability, as the uniqueness of a given topological
embedding is more easily characterized.
The general study of rigidity has a rich history in science, mathematics, and engineering [30]–[33]. In [32], combinatorial operations are defined which preserve rigidity,
with [23] and [25] extending the ideas to multiagent splitting and formation control [34], [35]. In [36], an algorithm is
proposed for generating rigid graphs in the plane based on the
Henneberg construction [32]. Similarly, [37] defines decentralized rigid constructions that are edge length optimal. However,
to our knowledge no previous work has considered the issue
of identifying the conditions for and an algorithmic solution
to rigidity-preserving graph partitioning. There exists work
that considers for example the identification of k-connected
subgraphs (see [38]), however, not from a team splitting or
multiagent perspective. In [23], [25], [39], and [40], certain
rigidity-preserving operations are described, but methodologies for decentralized rigidity-based partitioning are absent.
Finally, insight into the splitting of rigid teams is given in [41],
however, from the perspective of sub-team connectedness,
which can be seen as complementary to our contributions in
this paper.
Motivated by the collaborative impact of rigidity, we propose in this paper iterative algorithms that determine the
existence of a rigidity-preserving bipartition of a graph in the
plane, with guaranteed polynomial complexity. While previous work has provided constructive intuition for rigid splitting
and rejoining (see [23]), instead in this paper, we identify how
to find such partitions and the conditions under which they
will be found. We first provide an analysis of the relationship
between the existence of rigid graph partitions and the topological conditions that must then hold, yielding a sound direction
for searching the graph for feasible partitions. In particular,
we determine that for minimally rigid teams, a three-edge
set always preserves sub-team rigidity when it cuts the network graph. This intuition guides us to consider the three-edge
structure termed a Z-link proposed in [23], which possesses a
local structure that is amenable for decentralization. Then, we
reason on determining through graph search, when a candidate three-edge set represents a rigidity-preserving bipartition
of the graph. Specifically, exploiting the combinatorial properties of rigidity, we demonstrate that a classical depth-first
graph traversal is sufficient in making such an identification.
Finally, resting on the local nature of the Z-link, and the
amenability of depth-first search (DFS) to local communication, we decentralize our methods by exploiting leader election
and a heuristically pruned DFS. Full algorithm details and
pseudocode are provided as well as simulation results and
Monte Carlo analysis that verifies our claims of complexity
and correctness.1
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
provide preliminary materials including agent and network
models, a primer on the relevant aspects of rigidity theory,
1 We also point out that by iteratively applying our methods, a network
could further split into multiple partitions, although the general problem of
multipartitioning rigid networks is the subject of future work.
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and a problem formulation. Theoretical developments and a
centralized algorithm for identifying rigidity-preserving bipartitions is presented in Section III, with a full decentralization
then given in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in
Section V, and the conclusion as well as directions for future
work are stated in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Network and Agent Modeling
Consider a system composed of n agents (e.g., robots)
indexed by I = {1, . . . , n} operating in R2 , each possessing
communication capabilities, denoting by (i, j) a bi-directional
communication link between agents i and j. Note that, in a
networking context every agent possesses a unique ID for the
purposes of communication. Indeed, this will turn out to be
useful for the leader election process in the decentralized version of the proposed algorithm. Each agent may or may not
be mobile, depending on the underlying application, and we
simply assume each agent possesses some position xi ∈ R2 ,
possibly with time-varying dynamics.
To characterize the interconnected system, we define
undirected graph G = (V, E), having vertices V =
{v1 , . . . , vn } associated with each agent i ∈ I, and edge set
E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ V} with unordered pairs (i, j), where by definition (i, j) ∈ E ⇔ ( j, i) ∈ E, ∀ i = j ∈ I, excluding
the possibility for self loops, (i, i) ∈
/ E, ∀ i ∈ I. Agents i
and j sharing an edge (i, j) ∈ E are referred to as neighbors, where the set of neighbors for the ith agent is given
by Ni = {vj ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E}. The undirected2 graph topology can be seen as a communication network and a sensing
graph. In our case, the concept of rigidity that we introduce in
the sequel is particularly suited for sensing topologies, specifically as rigidity is necessary in sensing-based objectives such
as formation control and localization. However, we require that
the communication topology coincides with the sensing topology so that our decentralized algorithms (Section IV) properly
respect the underlying sensing topology, which we wish to
rigidly partition.
B. Rigidity Theory
A primary concern of this paper is the rigidity property of
the underlying graph G describing the network topology, again
given the fundamental guarantees that rigid graphs provide for
example in both localizability and formation stability of multiagent systems [25]. We provide a brief overview of rigidity
theory here. We direct the reader to [31], [32], and [42] for
a technical primer on the subject. To begin we require the
notion of a graph embedding in the plane, captured by the
framework Fp  (G, p) comprising graph G together with a
mapping p : V → R2 , assigning to each node in G, a location
in R2 . The natural embedding for us is to assign each node the
position xi associated with each agent, defined by the mapping
p(i) = xi , otherwise known as a realization of G in R2 .
2 The concepts of rigidity that we introduce in this paper are formulated only
for undirected communication and sensing. Extension to directed notions of
rigidity is the focus of future work.
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The rigidity of a graph can be view in terms of infinitesimal
motion of Fp that can be described by assigning to the vertices
of G a velocity ṗi  ẋi ∈ R2 such that
 


∀(i, j) ∈ E
ẋi − ẋj · xi − xj = 0,
where · is the standard dot product over Rm . That is, the edge
lengths (interagent distance) over G are preserved in time, in
other words, no edge is compressed or stretched over time.
The framework is said to undergo a finite flexing if pi is differentiable and edge lengths are preserved, with trivial flexings
defined as translations and rotations of R2 itself. If for Fp all
infinitesimal motions are trivial flexings, then Fp is said to
be infinitesimally rigid. Otherwise, the framework is called
infinitesimally flexible. It is worthy to note that while this
description of rigidity relies on motion of the framework, a
network being evaluated for infinitesimal rigidity (or in fact,
the notion of generic rigidity that follows) need not be mobile.
Intuitively, the concept of rigidity can be thought of in a
physical way, that is if Fp were a bar and joint framework, it
would be mechanically rigid against external forces. In general, the rigidity of Fp is tied to the specific embedding of G
in R2 , however, it has been shown that the notion of rigidity
is a generic property of G, specifically as almost all realizations of a graph are either rigid in infinitesimal motion or
flexible (i.e., they form a dense open set in R2 ) [43]. Thus,
we can consider rigidity from the perspective of G, abstracting away the necessity to check every possible realization.
The first combinatorial characterization of graph rigidity was
described by Laman in [31], and is summarized as follows
(also called generic rigidity).
Theorem 1 [31]: A graph G = (V, E) with realizations in
R2 having n ≥ 2 nodes is rigid if and only if there exists
a subset Ē ⊆ E consisting of |Ē| = 2n − 3 edges satisfying
the property that for any nonempty subset Ê ⊆ Ē, we have
|Ê| ≤ 2|V̂| − 3, where |V̂| is the number of nodes in V that
are endpoints of edges (i, j) ∈ Ê.
We refer to the above as the Laman conditions, where it
follows that any rigid graph in the plane must then have
|E| ≥ 2n − 3 edges, with equality for minimally rigid graphs.
The impact of each edge on the rigidity of G is captured
in the notion of edge independence, a direct consequence of
Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 [33]: The edges (i, j) ∈ E of a graph G = (V, E)
are independent in R2 if and only if no subgraph Ḡ = (V̄, Ē)
has |Ē| > 2|V̄| − 3.
The above conditions imply that a graph is rigid in R2 if
and only if it possesses 2n − 3 independent edges, where
edges that do not meet the conditions of Theorem 2 are
called redundant (see Fig. 1 for a depiction of graph rigidity). Thus, in determining the rigidity of G, we must verify
the Laman conditions to discover a suitable set of independent
edges, a task that was originally solved in a centralized manner by [33], with decentralization and parallelization achieved
in [42] and [44].
Remark 1: The extension of Laman’s conditions to higher
dimensions is at present an unresolved problem in rigidity theory, and thus our contributions will be limited to the case of
multiagent networks in the plane. While there exist special

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Example graphs demonstrating rigidity, where dashed links indicate
edges that have been added to form a new network. Notice that all solid edges
in graphs (a) and (b) are independent, while edge (v1 , v3 ) in (b) is redundant.
(a) Nonrigid. (b) Rigid.

cases under which extensions to three dimensions have been
achieved, we point out that results in the plane do not necessarily limit application. For example, in aerial platforms, rigidity
may only be necessary in a 2-D subspace, where team altitude
is often fixed or relatively easy to measure.
C. Henneberg Construction
In this section, we describe the Henneberg construction,
an inductive technique to construct rigid graphs introduced
by [45], which will prove useful in evaluating the complexity of our bipartition search. The reader is referred
to [32], [46], and [47] for further details. The construction
process starts from a graph with two vertices linked by an
edge. At each step in the procedure, either a vertex and two
edges are added, or a vertex and three new edges are added
while one existing edge is removed. The new edges are incident to the new vertex. These operations are termed vertex
addition and edge splitting, respectively. Let G = (V, E) be
the starting graph and G = (V , E ) the graph obtained after
the application of one of the Henneberg operations, which are
described as follows.
Definition 1 (Vertex Addition): A new vertex v is adjoined,
then V = V ∪ {v}, as well as two edges so that E = E ∪
{(v, j), (v, k)} for some j, k ∈ V.
Definition 2 (Edge Splitting): A new vertex v is adjoined,
then V = V ∪ {v} as well as three edges, while an edge is
removed, so that E = E ∪ {(v, j), (v, k), (v, m)} \ {e} for some
j, k, m ∈ V with at least two of the vertices j, k, m adjacent
in G and the edge e either ( j, k), ( j, m), or (k, m).
In Fig. 2, an example of Henneberg construction is given.
Finally, we provide an important result that relates the
Henneberg construction to minimally rigid graphs.
Lemma 1 [32]: A graph is minimally rigid if and only if it
has a Henneberg construction.
D. Definitions and Problem Formulation
Our goal in this paper will ultimately be to partition (or split)
the graph G such that each resultant component is rigid and
follows the properties outlined above. Thus, we define the
following.
Definition 3: A bipartition of a graph G = (V, E) is
a division of the graph into two disjoint components,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.
Example of Henneberg construction. (a) Rigid graph during
Henneberg construction. (b) Vertex addition (dashed blue). (c) Edge splitting
(thick yellow).

and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) having |V1 | = k and |V2 | = n − k such that
G1 and G2 are minimally rigid. Notice that due to the Laman
conditions of Theorem 1, it is implied that k ≥ 2, yielding
|V1 | ≥ 2 and |V2 | ≥ 2, with |V| = n ≥ 4.
In other words, the problem is to find a proper cut over
the graph G; we refer to this as the rigid bipartitioning
problem.

III. I DENTIFYING R IGID B IPARTITIONS

Fig. 3.

[23, Fig. 7] Z-link in four possible configuration of edges.

namely G1 (V1 , E1 ) and G2 (V2 , E2 ), such that V1 ∪ V2 = V,
V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, E1 ∪ E2 = E, and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. We refer to a kbipartition as the case in which we choose k ≥ 1 such that
|V1 | = k and |V2 | = n − k, dictating the size of the resulting
partitions.
Further, if a graph can be partitioned, it follows that there
exists a cut.
Definition 4: A cut C = {(i, j) ∈ E | i ∈ V1 , j ∈ V2 }, is a set
of edges that when removed from G yields disjoint components
G1 and G2 such that V1 ∩ V2 = ∅ and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅.
Next, we recall two useful results and intuition from [23]
which will aid us in determining proper graph partitions.
Definition 5 [23]: We refer to a bipartite graph K2,2 with
three edges, shown in Fig. 3, as a Z-link.
Corollary 1 [23]: Two minimally rigid graphs that are
connected using a Z-link construct a minimally rigid graph.
Notice that the Z-link structure is not only useful in characterizing edges that preserve rigidity, but also takes on a
two-hop structure which is amenable to decentralization.
Remark 2: It is important to note that we will be restricted
to two-hop decentralization precisely by the nature of the
rigidity problem. As pointed out in [48, Lemma 3.3], “For
an agent i, the local graph containing neighboring nodes and
incident edges possesses only independent edges.” That is, at
least locally all edges appear necessary for a graph to remain
rigid, and thus they will be perceived as nonremovable in a cut
operation. Therefore, as expressed by the Z-link structure, we
must consider at least two-hop information when determining
cuts in the network.
Finally, our target problem is stated formally as follows.
Problem 1: Given a minimally rigid graph G = (V, E) with
|V| = n, partition G into two disjoint subgraphs G1 = (V1 , E1 )

We now turn our attention to deriving an algorithm
that identifies rigid bipartitions for networks in the plane.
According to the minimal rigidity assumption, we know that:
1) G must have 2n − 3 independent edges;
2) G1 must have 2k − 3 independent edges;
3) G2 must have 2(n − k) − 3 independent edges.
Hence, we can conclude that |V1 | + |V2 | = 2n − 6, and
thus there must exist three independent edges that connect G1
and G2 that are lost when G is partitioned, i.e., edges that
are independent with respect to (E1 ∪ E2 ). Therefore, we can
argue that a feasible cut must be composed of exactly three
edges. Furthermore, we can prove that, after identifying a cut
over G, it is sufficient to check if the two induced components
G1 and G2 have the desired number of vertices, in order to
ensure they are two minimally rigid graphs. Thus, as stated
in the following theorem, there is no requirement to count the
number of edges in the graph, a convenient property for our
purposes.
Theorem 3: Let G = (V, E) be a minimally rigid graph and
let be C a cut over G such that |C| = 3. Let G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and
G2 = (V2 , E2 ) be the two subgraphs of G that are obtained after
the cut, again with |V1 | ≥ 2 and |V2 | ≥ 2. Then, G1 (or G2 )
has k vertices ⇐⇒ it has 2k − 3 edges.
Proof: (=⇒) Let us assume that G1 has k vertices. It follows
that G2 has n − k vertices. Since G1 and G2 are subgraphs of
G, condition 2 of Theorem 1 must hold for both and then
|E1 | ≤ 2k − 3 and |E2 | ≤ 2(n − k) − 3. We know also that
|E1 | + |E2 | = |E| − |C| = 2n − 6. This equation is satisfied
only when |E1 | = 2k − 3 and |E2 | = 2(n − k) − 3.
(⇐=) Let us assume that |E1 | = 2k − 3 edges, then |E2 | =
|E| − |C| − |E1 | = 2(n − k) − 3. Three cases are possible.
1) |V1 | < k: This implies that condition 2 of Theorem 1
does not hold for G1 . However, this contradicts the
minimal rigidity assumption over G.
2) |V1 | > k: This implies that |V2 | < n − k and thus condition 2 of Theorem 1 does not hold for G2 . Again, this
contradicts the minimal rigidity assumption over G.

3) |V1 | = k: This is the only admissible case.
From Theorem 3, we can argue that given a cut C over
minimally rigid graph G, if the cut is composed by three
edges, then the two induced components, namely G1 and G2 ,
are minimally rigid. Among all three edge cuts of G, we
concern ourselves with cuts that have the Z-link structure
from Corollary 1. Although extending our methods to account
for all rigidity-preserving cuts is straightforward, Z-links are
the only cuts that are structurally guaranteed to be amenable
for decentralization. This choice is supported by simulation results, as described in Section V, which demonstrate
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that the number of undetected cuts is reasonably low. That
is, we believe that losing a few cuts is a bearable disadvantage, when compared with the benefits of decentralized
autonomy.
Now that, we understand the structural elements we seek in
order to partition the graph, let us characterize our worst-case
expectations in searching for such cuts (a bound which we
tighten in Section III-B).
Remark 3: An absolute bound on the number of Z-links
in a graph can be obtained by considering that, in the worst
case, each group of three edges is a Z-link. So, the number
of Z-links must be bounded by n3 = O(|E|3 ) as the graph is
minimally rigid, with |E| = 2n − 3.
Therefore, we can expect that our bipartition search will
possess polynomial complexity; a fact that we corroborate in
the sequel. During our search, when a Z-link has been identified it is necessary to verify two properties: that it is a cut
over G, since there could be some Z-links in the graph that
are noncuts, and if the two subgraphs obtained by the cut are
minimally rigid graphs with k and n − k nodes, as we could
discover feasible cuts that do not meet this condition. Given
the result in Theorem 3, i.e., a cut yields two minimally rigid
subgraphs over which counting vertices is sufficient, we can
simply perform an exploration of the graph by means of a
DFS. Starting from a node of the Z-link, the graph exploration is carried out avoiding all the edges that belong to the
Z-link. The search ends when no more nodes can be visited.
Letting V be the set of visited nodes, we can obtain one of
the following results.
1) |V | = n: The considered Z-link is not a cut because the
DFS algorithm has explored the entire graph.
2) |V | < n ∧ |V | = k ∧ |V | = n − k: The considered
Z-link is a cut but it is not our desired cut.
3) |V | = k ∨ |V | = n − k: The considered Z-link is a
proper cut.
This intuition is illustrated in Fig. 4. The graph has n = 8
vertices and for the bipartition we fix k = 3. Dashed red
edges belong to the Z-link. A vertex is blue if it is visited.
In Fig. 4(a), exactly k = 3 vertices can be visited, in fact the
selected Z-link is a proper cut. In Fig. 4(b), all n vertices are
reachable indicating that the Z-link is not a cut.
A. Algorithm Details and Pseudocode
The proposed algorithm, which takes a centralized form,
is now described in detail. As described above, the Zlink structure is vital to identifying the graph cut that
yields rigid partitions. To find Z-links in G we adapt the
graph search mechanism applied in [38], (which originated
from [49] and [50]) known simply as the X − e + Y method.
Briefly, the method is concerned with generating all members of the set F = {X | X ⊆ E | π(X) = 1}, where
π(X) : 2E → {0, 1} is a monotone boolean function indicating
the satisfaction of some desired property for X. In our case, we
wish to generate elements X ⊆ E that are quads, that is, sets
of four nodes which contain at least one Z-link. The X − e + Y
method applied in this context will then generate all quads
that contain Z-links in G. The search for quads occurs over a

5

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. For this example n = 8 and k = 3. In dashed red are the Z-link
edges. In blue are the visited nodes. (a) At the end of the graph exploration
exactly k vertices have been visited, hence the Z-link is a proper cut. (b) All
n vertices have been explored hence the Z-link is not a cut.

supergraph having vertexes in F, i.e., the supergraph contains
supernodes with quads that possess Z-links. The neighborhood
N(X) of X ∈ F and the family YX,e are defined by


(1)
N(X) = (X \ e) ∪ Y | e ∈ X, Y ∈ YX,e
and
YX,e = {Y | Y ⊆ E \ X ∧ π((X \ e) ∪ Y) = 1}.

(2)

That is, for every valid quad X ∈ F and e ∈ X, we extend
X \ e to the set (X \ e) ∪ Y; in our case, this constitutes a swapping operation, where we refer to YX,e as a swap set, with
YX,e containing nodes Y which yield Z-links when swapped
into X \ e. For each extension of X, a new supernode in the
supergraph is generated yielding a directed graph structure
over F. It follows that the supergraph is strongly connected
and thus performing a breadth-first search can generate all
elements of F [38], as opposed to a brute force search.3
Our adaptation of this method for finding Z-links and ultimately a rigidity-preserving partition is shown in Algorithm 1,
a complete explanation of which is now given.
At a high-level, the algorithm operates as follows. The set
of quads that contain Z-links is generated by the swap operations of Algorithm 2, and for each Z-link we determine if it is
a graph cut which yields rigid disjoint components, exploiting
the conclusions of Proposition 3. Starting from a minimally
rigid graph G(V, E) the first step is to find an initial Z-link
containing quad for the supergraph search, which is done in a
3 In a minimally rigid graph, as Z-links scale like O(n3 ), a brute force
search may not be intractable. However, in nonminimally graphs, the focus
of our future work, the scaling becomes O(n6 ), demanding a pruned search
method as is given here.
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Algorithm 1 Partition a Graph Into Two Rigid Components
1: procedure SPLIT G RAPH (G = (V, E), k)
2:
[quad, zlinks] ← INITIAL S UPERNODE(G)
3:
for each zlink ∈ zlinks do
4:
if IS AC UT(G, k, zlink) then
5:
return zlink
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
P ← quad
9:
while P = ∅ do
10:
[quad, P] ← REMOVE F ROM Q UEUE(P)
11:
Q ← INSERT I NTO Q UEUE(Q, quad)
12:
for v ← 1 to 4 do
13:
[S, zlinks]
←
SWAP S ET F ROM Q UAD(G, quad, v)
14:
for nbrQuad ∈ S do
15:
if nbrQuad ∩ (P ∪ Q) = ∅ then
16:
for each zlink ∈ zlinks do
17:
if IS AC UT(G, k, zlink) then
18:
return zlink
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
P
←
INSERT I NTO Q UEUE(P, nbrQuad)
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
end for
25:
end while
26: end procedure

brute force way. For each node i ∈ V the two-hop neighborhood is considered in order to identify the set of all quads to
which i contributes, i.e., the set nodes = {i}∪Ni ∪{Nj , ∀j ∈ Ni }
is generated. Then the set quads is obtained simply by picking
from nodes all possible combinations of four distinct
  elements
of nodes so if |nodes| = p then |quads| = p4 . Next, for
each quad ∈ quads the presence of a Z-link is revealed as in
Algorithm 3. Consider the basic idea that there are only three
ways to partition a quad {1 2 3 4} into pairs.
1) {1, 2} and {3, 4}.
2) {1, 3} and {2, 4}.
3) {1, 4} and {2, 3}.
The presence of a Z-link can then be revealed according to
the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Let us consider a graph Ĝ = (V̂, Ê) with
four vertices. Ĝ is a Z-link if there exists a partition of V̂ into
two sets P̂1 = {i ∈ V̂ : |P̂1 | = 2} = {v1 , v2 } and P̂2 = V̂ \ P̂1
such that given the set Ê12 = {(i, j) ∈ Ê : i ∈ P̂1 , j ∈ P̂2 }, all
the following conditions hold.
1) |Ê12 | = 3.
2) ∃(i, j) ∈ Ê12 : i = v1 .
3) ∃(i, j) ∈ Ê12 : i = v2 .
In other words, if a pair has exactly three outgoing edges,
where each nodes contributes at least a single edge, then there
is a Z-link. The conditions introduced in Proposition 1 are
explained through an example in Fig. 5. Two possible pairwise
partitions of a graph with four vertices are shown. The red
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Example of the conditions stated in Proposition 1. The red (thicker)
edges belong to the set E12 so they are the edges that will be removed.
(a) Z-link is found. (b) It is not possible since |E12 | = 4.

Algorithm 2 Returns Nodes Which Yield Z-Links When
Swapped
1: procedure SWAP S ET F ROM Q UAD (G, quad, v)
2:
S←∅
3:
s ← quad(v)
4:
for each j ∈ Ns do
5:
nodes ← nodes ∪ Nj
6:
end for
7:
nodes ← nodes \ quad
8:
for each node ∈ nodes do
9:
swapQuad ← quad
10:
swapQuad(v) ← node
11:
zls ← Z L INKS F ROM Q UAD(G, swapQuad)
12:
if zls = ∅ then
13:
zlinks ← zlinks ∪ zls
14:
S ← S ∪ node
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
return {S, zlinks}
18: end procedure

edges belong to the set E12 so they are candidates to be
removed if the Z-link is chosen. In Fig. 5(a), a Z-link is found
by partitioning the graph into P1 = {1, 2} and P2 = {3, 4}. In
Fig. 5(b), a Z-link cannot be found since |E12 | = 4, in fact the
removal of the red edges does not lead to a bipartite graph.
After a Z-link is detected we must check if it is a cut over
the graph G, and if the removal of the edges that belong to
the Z-link yields two disjoint components, one with k nodes
and the other with n − k nodes. This operation is described
in Algorithm 4. As introduced above, a DFS is performed,
taking only a single arbitrary node from the current Z-link as
root of the exploration tree. At the end of this recursive search
the visited nodes are counted and if this number is equal to
k or equal to n − k it implies that a proper Z-link is found.
Otherwise, the Z-link has to be discarded and the search must
continue until either a valid bipartitioning Z-link is found, or
the graph is deemed infeasible for the desired k-bipartition.
B. Complexity Analysis
To close, we now provide a proof of the expected complexity of our proposed algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 Returns the Z-Links in a Given Set of Four Nodes
1: procedure Z L INKS F ROM Q UAD (G, quad)
2:
zlinks ← ∅
3:
for each {p1 , p2 } ∈ quad do
4:
if |Np1 | + |Np2 | = 3 ∧ |Np1 | ≥ 1 ∧ |Np2 | ≥ 1 then
5:
for each j ∈ Np1 do
6:
zlinks ← zlinks ∪ (p1 , j)
7:
end for
8:
for each j ∈ Np2 do
9:
zlinks ← zlinks ∪ (p2 , j)
10:
end for
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
return zlinks
14: end procedure

Algorithm 4 Check if a Z-Link is a Proper Cut Over a Graph
1: procedure IS AC UT (G = (V, E), k, zlink)
Ê ← E \ zl
2:
Ĝ ← (V, Ê)
3:
4:
visited ← DFS(Ĝ, v ∈ zlink)
5:
if |visited| = k then
6:
G1 ← visited
7:
G2 ← V \ visited
8:
return true
9:
else if |visited| = n − k then
10:
G1 ← V \ visited
11:
G2 ← visited
12:
return true
13:
end if
14:
return false
15: end procedure

Theorem 4: Consider a minimally rigid graph G in the
plane. By construction, Algorithm 1 and its constituent components exhibit polynomial complexity when applied to G,
and therefore the rigid bipartitioning problem is solved in
polynomial time.
Proof: From [38], it follows that the search mechanism illustrated in Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial time if and only if the
set of reachable quads returned by SWAP S ET F ROM Q UAD can
be generated in polynomial time. In other words, the determination of swaps which yield new Z-links dominates execution.
In our case, as each quad must contain exactly four elements,
while swapping only a single element, each set is generated by inspecting at most O(n) swap possibilities, with each
inspection trivially requiring O(1) operations (i.e., by applying
Algorithm 3). Thus, we conclude that SWAP S ET F ROM Q UAD
runs in polynomial time, and our result follows.
The correctness of the algorithm follows from the preceding
propositions of this section. As will be shown in Section V,
our proposed algorithm executes in O(n3 ) time, in a Monte
Carlo sense.
Theorem 5: In a minimally rigid graph G = (V, E) with
n nodes, the number of Z-links is bounded above by O(n2 ).
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Proof: As described in Section II-C each minimally rigid
graph can be obtained through Henneberg construction. At
each step of the Henneberg construction, a new vertex is added
to the graph and this vertex is connected with two or three old
vertices. For a graph with n nodes n − 2 steps are required,
and at the end of the kth step we have constructed a minimally
rigid partial graph Gk = (Vk , Ek ) with |Vk | = k + 2 = nk and
|Ek | = 2nk − 3. Now, consider the addition of Z-links at each
step of the construction. The worst case is when a new vertex
is added through vertex addition, i.e., it is connected with two
existing nodes. There could be a new Z-link by adding to this
set of three vertices each of the remaining vertices, and hence
at the end of kth step there could be nk − 3 = O(nk ) = O(n)
new Z-links. At the end of the graph construction we have a
number of Z-links that is bounded by
n−2
n−2


(nk − 3) =
O(n) = (n − 2)O(n) = O(n2 )
k=1

k=1

concluding the proof.
Theorem 6: Given a minimally rigid graph G = (V, E) with
|V| = n the split search is O(n3 ).
Proof: According to Theorem 5, we know that the number
of Z-links in the graph is O(n2 ). In order to check if a Z-link
is a proper cut a DFS-visit of the graph has to be performed.
It starts from a node of the Z-link and visits each node in the
graph not more than one time, so it is O(n). Hence the split
search is O(n2 )O(n) = O(n3 ).
C. Alternative Problem Formulations and Applications
We close our analysis of the centralized k-bipartitioning
algorithm by pointing out possible robotic applications and
extensions.
1) In our original problem formulation, we fix a value
of k and then check if there exists a k-bipartition
of the graph. This could be useful when an external supervisor provides split commands to a team of
mobile agents, without specifying which robots have
to belong to a partition and which to the other, but
only how many agents are needed. There exist swarm
density driven explorations (see [51]) where cardinalitybased team partitioning could prove useful, particularly
in preserving the localizability of sub-teams to guide
exploration.
2) Alternatively, for each value of k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2,
we could check if there exists a k-bipartition of the
graph. We can imagine a scenario in which there is a
list of tasks that the robots must execute, and for each
task there is a specification for the minimum number of
needed robots. Thus, it may be important to know which
tasks are feasible for a given graph topology, such that
an external operator could choose the tasks with higher
priority among those which are feasible, or provide for
a redistribution of the robots in such a way as to make
executable a task that previously was not. This check
can be performed, in a way similar to that described in
Algorithm 1, with the appropriate changes in order to
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continue the check until either one cut for each value of
k is found or all Z-links have been checked.
3) Finally, for each cut in the graph, we could identify
the size of the induced k-bipartition. This functionality
would allow a supervisor to choose where the team has
to be split, for example in navigating environments with
obstacles, requiring shifts in team size and composition.
In Theorem 4, we have proven that Algorithm 1 exhibits
polynomial complexity, and in particular we have shown that
it is bounded above by O(n3 ). Thus, we can argue that this
complexity is associated to the solution of the above considerations. This follows from the observation that these algorithms
have the same worst case of evaluating O(n2 ) Z-links using an
O(n) search. The above formulations can be either addressed
in a centralized manner (as discussed thus far), or in a decentralized manner, i.e., the mobile agents must perform the
commands autonomously and guarantee rigidity in the resulting split teams. In Section IV, we will address the k-bipartition
problem from a decentralized point of view.

Algorithm 5 Decentralized Bipartition of the Graph G
1: procedure SPLIT G RAPH D IST (G = (V, E), k)
2:
 Parallel Z-link search phase:
3:
for each i ∈ V do
4:
zlinksi ← Z L INKS F ROM N ODE(i)
5:
end for
6:
 Leader election phase:
7:
while ∃ i ∈ V:¬beenLeaderi and ¬cutFound do
8:
leader ← LEADER E LECTION(G)
9:
LEADER P ROC(leader, k)
10:
end while
11: end procedure

A. Parallelized Z-Link Search

The decentralized version of the proposed algorithm follows directly from the centralized formulation, and therefore
inherits much of its structure and primary insights. To begin,
consider the following assumptions which will facilitate sound
agent interaction.
Assumption 1 (Asynchronicity): We assume an asynchronous model of time, where each agent i ∈ I has a clock
which ticks according to some distribution with bounded
support (allowing for finite termination), independently of the
clocks of the other agents [52] (allowing also for the possibility
of delayed communication over links (i, j) ∈ E). Equivalently,
this corresponds to a global clock which ticks according at
times tk , k ≥ 1 having time-slots [tk , tk+1 ) which discretizes
system time according to clock ticks (for convenience, we will
use simply t) [53]. Such assumptions induce asynchronicity
in both the execution of local agent computation and the
broadcast and reception of interagent messages.
Under the above network conditions,4 we address the decentralization with an algorithm that operates in two phases. First,
all agents search in parallel for the Z-links and build decentralized Z-link sets which guide graph exploration. Then, auctions
are applied to determine leaders in order to sequentially evaluate all local Z-link sets in the graph, until a cut is found.
For convenience, we will denote by D our decentralization of
Algorithm 1, with pseudocode given in Algorithm 5.
To begin, we associate with each agent i ∈ I the following
variables (with initialization indicated by ←).
1) zlinksi ← ∅: Z-links set containing the Z-links to which
node i contributes.
2) isLeaderi ∈ {0, 1} ← 0: Current leadership status.
3) beenLeaderi ∈ {0, 1} ← 0: Prior leadership status.
4) statusi ∈ {0, 1} ← 0: Takes value 1 if the node has been
visited in the current DFS-visit, 0 otherwise.

In order to determine in parallel the Z-links to which each
node contributes, a two-hop neighborhood inquiry is performed (achievable with localized communication). This is
the minimum number of hops that must be considered as the
Z-link is by construction a two-hop structure.5 The presence
of a Z-link can be revealed according to the following proposition, which characterizes Z-links is a manner more amenable
for decentralization.
Proposition 2: Let us consider a graph Ĝ = (V̂, Ê) with
four vertices. Ĝ is a Z-link if there exists a partition of V̂ into
two sets P̂1 = {i ∈ V̂ : |P̂1 | = 2} = {v1 , v2 } and P̂2 = V̂ \ P̂1 =
{u1 , u2 } such that all the following conditions hold.
1) u1 ∈ Nv1 ∧ u2 ∈ Nv1.
2) v2 ∈ Nu1 \ Nu2 ⊕ v2 ∈ Nu2 \ Nu1.
In other words, if a node u1 has two neighbors v1 and v2 and
if the node u2 is in the neighborhood of either v1 or v2 , then
the graph whose nodes are v1 , v2 , u1 , and u2 is a Z-link. The
edges of this Z-links are (v1 , u1 ), (u1 , v2 ), and either (u2 , v1 )
or (u2 , v2 ). Like the centralized case, we require that the Z-link
search is both exhaustive, and mutually exclusive, i.e., Z-links
exist in only a single agent’s Z-link set. More formally, at the
end ofthe Z-link search the following conditions must hold:
1) i∈I zlinksi = zlinks;
2)
i∈I zlinksi = ∅;
where zlinks is the set of all Z-links as determined by
Algorithm 1. Satisfaction of the first condition is guaranteed
by the fact that a Z-link is by definition a local structure, i.e., a
structure that involves two-hop neighboring nodes that is precisely the size of the neighborhood explored by Algorithm 7.
The second condition indicates that each Z-link should be
added to the list of only one of the four nodes that compose it. Let us consider a Z-link whose nodes are u1 , u2 , v1 ,
and v2 as described in Proposition 2. By applying such conditions, the nodes u2 and v2 are not able to discover the Z-link
so the problem of duplication is only between u1 and v1 .
To this end it is sufficient that when u1 finds a Z-link, it
must query v1 to know if it has been already found or not
(Algorithm 7, lines 4 and 9). We reiterate that Algorithm 7 is
run in parallel by all agents, and with no synchronization,

4 Note that in this paper we do not fully detail interagent messaging schemes
for the sake of clarity. For an illustration of messaging related to leader-based
decentralization and parallelization, we refer the reader to [42].

5 As previously concluded, the Z-link structure is also the minimum-hop
structure that in general admits rigidity-preserving bipartitions.

IV. E XTENSIONS FOR D ECENTRALIZATION
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Algorithm 6 Leader Procedure
1: procedure LEADER P ROC(i, k)
2:
for each zlink ∈ zlinksi do
3:
V ← IS AC UT D IST(i, zlink, k)
4:
if V = k then
5:
return
6:
else
7:
if V = |V| then
8:
 Undesired cut found, mark it:
9:
STORE C UT(zlink, V)
10:
else
11:
 Not a cut, allow future traversal:
12:
RESTORE E DGES(zlink)
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end procedure
Algorithm 7 Determine the Z-Links Incident to a Given Node
1: procedure Z L INKS F ROM N ODE (i)
2:
 Check distinct neighbor pairs:
3:
for each {p1 , p2 } ∈ Ni × Ni | p1 = p2 do
4:
if p1 has not explored i then
5:
for each j ∈ Np1 \ Np2 do
6:
zlinksi ← zlinksi ∪ {(i, p1 ), (i, p2 ), (p1 , j)}
7:
end for
8:
end if
9:
if p2 has not explored i then
10:
for each j ∈ Np2 \ Np1 do
11:
zlinksi ← zlinksi ∪ {i, p1 ), (i, p2 ), (p2 , j)}
12:
end for
13:
end if
14:
end for
15: end procedure

yielding significant speedup to the Z-link search, a property
enabled by the local Z-link structure.
B. Leader Election and Execution Logic
When all Z-links have been found we make use of an auction for electing an agent in the network to become the leader,
such as in [42] and [54]. Some initiating agent begins by
triggering6 an auction for electing the first lead agent and
then an auction runs after each leader evaluates its Z-links.
Specifically, to each agent i ∈ I we associate a bid for leadership ri = [i, bi ] with bi ∈ R≥0 indicating the agent’s fitness
in becoming the new leader, with bi = 0 if agent i has previously been a leader, and bi ∈ R+ otherwise. Denoting the local
bid set by Ri = {rj | j ∈ Ni ∪ {i}}, the auction then operates
according the following agreement process:
ri (t+ ) = argmax(bj )
rj ∈Ri

(3)

6 For example, in response to a supervisor command, or in response to an
environmental percept such as an obstacle which must be traversed.
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Algorithm 8 DFS Visit Which Avoids Forbidden Edges
1: procedure SMART DFSV ISIT (i, zlink)
2:
statusi ← 1
3:
V←1
4:
for each j ∈ Ni do
5:
if statusj = 0 then
6:
V ← V + SMART DFSV ISIT( j, zlink)
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
 Prune based on identified cuts:
10:
for each cut ∈ cutsi do
11:
 cut reachable if transversed while avoiding zlink
12:
if ¬R EACHED(cut) ∧ R EACHABLE(cut) then
13:
SET R EACHED(cut)
14:
V ← V + cut.size
15:
 p ∈ cut and in the same partition as i
16:
if statusp = 0 ∧ R EACHABLE(p) then
17:
V ← V + SMART DFSV ISIT(p, zlink)
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end for
21: end procedure

where the notation t+ indicates a transition in ri after all neighboring bids have been collected through messaging. As G is
rigid and thus connected, (3) converges uniformly to the largest
leadership bid


(4)
ri = argmax bj (0) , ∀ i, j ∈ I
rj (0)

after some finite time [55], [56]. After convergence of (3)
the winning agent then takes on the leadership role, with the
previous leader relinquishing its status. The bid for each agent
i is obtained as bi = (1 − statusi ) ∗ fitnessi , where fitnessi is
chosen relative to the application domain (see Remark 4). The
term 1 − statusi allows us to reduce the number of nodes that
take part in the auction to those for which status = 0 hold.
The reasons of this choice will be explained below as they are
strictly related to the graph exploration algorithm.
The task of the leader is to evaluate the Z-links it has identified in order to find a cut that will induce a k-bipartition
of the graph. This is accomplished by the execution of the
Algorithm 6. With respect to the centralized version, a cut
search is performed by means of a more efficient DFS-visit
of the graph that is described in Algorithm 8. In the decentralized version the set of visited nodes is not available and a
counter is introduced, V ≥ 0, which stores how many nodes
have been visited by the current DFS-visit. This algorithm is
invoked by IS AC UT D IST as depicted in Algorithm 6. The role
of the function IS AC UT D IST is to first make nontraversable
the edges belonging to the Z-link and then to perform the DFS
traversal of the graph respecting this information. As explained
in detail below, we have improved the DFS visit such that we
prune the search space relative to previously identified, but not
desired, Z-links.
Remark 4: In electing leaders to inspect local Z-link sets,
it is apparent that by choosing appropriate bid fitness, we can
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the pruning methods for the DFS of graph cuts in Algorithm 8. In this example, a previously identified, but undesirable cut yields a
pruning of the search space for the desired cut.

control the order in which leaders are elected, and thus the
order of Z-link evaluation. This immediately admits control
of the identified partition, particularly when there are multiple possible solutions. We suggest that future work aimed at
determining bid fitness for example for optimal rigid partitions,
may prove useful.
C. Identifying Rigid k-Bipartitions
When an agent becomes the leader, it must determine
whether each Z-link to which it contributes is a proper cut,
i.e., if it leads to a k-bipartition of the graph. In our decentralized approach, we have addressed the cut search problem
by modifying the classical DFS to yield significantly improved
complexity (as will be demonstrated in Section V). In the basic
DFS algorithm, each node is marked as it is visited, in order
to guarantee search correctness. However, in its standard form,
DFS visitation conveys no insight into partition rigidity. We
will show that with simple modifications, we are able to reduce
both the size of the Z-link search space by discarding infeasible Z-links, and the time required for graph exploration using
the implications of previously discovered cuts.
The general idea is to store information during DFS traversal that is supplemental to visitation, and which may be useful
in future graph explorations. To begin, let us consider a cut
that induces a p-bipartition of the graph, i.e., a split of the
graph into two components with p and n − p nodes, respectively. We observe that all cuts whose edges belong to the
p-side lead to p -bipartitions for which p < p holds. Thus,
if we desire a k-bipartition with k > p, then we can a priori
discard all Z-links in the p-side of the graph. The consequence
is that each undesirable cut reduces the number of Z-link candidates over which we must search. In particular, if p̂ is the
number of nodes that are reached by a graph exploration for
an undesired cut, then O(p̂2 ) Z-links can be discarded, following the conclusion of Proposition 5. Similarly, when a node
of a previously discovered undesirable cut is encountered, it
is unnecessary to further explore the graph beyond the edges
of the cut. This fact follows from the intuition that, through
previous traversal, there must be exactly p (or n − p) nodes
beyond an undesirable cut.
With the above pruning heuristics in mind, our smart graph
exploration is described in Algorithm 8 (with some logic in the
leader procedure, Algorithm 6), where the variable statusi controls traversal and ultimately, leader election. Specifically, as

introduced in Section IV-B, only nodes with status = 0 participate in the leader election auction, and thus statusi implements
the discarding of infeasible Z-links, simply by disallowing
leaders who reside in infeasible p-partitions. The information
related to undesirable cuts is stored by all involved nodes, by
calling the function STORE C UT (again, this action is achievable through localized communication as all cuts are Z-links).
Finally, if a Z-link is not a cut, i.e., the number of visited
nodes equals n, we cannot retrieve any useful information to
prune the space search, and the leader invokes the function
RESTORE E DGES such that the edges of the Z-links become
traversable for future searching. For an illustration of the pruning methods discussed above, see the basic example given
in Fig. 6.
Remark 5: Notice that the search improvements described
above are easily integrated into the centralized methods of
Section III, in cases where decentralization is not an application concern.
D. Correctness and Complexity
For the sake of completeness, we conclude by analyzing
the correctness, finite termination and cost properties of the D
algorithm. First, we formally establish the stopping condition
for the D algorithm.
Definition 6 (Algorithm Stopping Condition): As previously
discussed, the D algorithm terminates upon satisfaction of the
following condition:
D

fstop

n


bi = 0 ∨ cutFound

(5)

i=1

where i bi = 0 indicates that all agents have been a leader,
and cutFound is detected by the lead agent and conveyed to
the network.
Proposition 3 (Algorithm Termination): By construction,
executions of the D algorithm terminate in finite time.
Proof: The finiteness of execution is a direct consequence
of the finiteness of the number of Z-links of each list
zlinksi , ∀i ∈ I and the finite convergence of auction (3), as
there exists no leader reelection by construction.
Proposition 4 (Algorithm Correctness): Consider the execution of the D algorithm applied to a graph G = (V, E). By
construction, it follows that it properly identifies (without false
positives) a cut over G such that a k-bipartition is induced.
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Fig. 7. Nonminimally rigid network. The solid red edges belong to the
independent set.

Proof: By assumption we know that the graph G is minimally rigid, hence it is connected. The correctness of the
algorithm is shown by arguing that a DFS-visit of the graph
allows us to visit either the entire graph or all the nodes of a
connected component (depending on which node is selected
as root). For each Z-link, such a visit is performed by avoiding
the edges that compose it. Thus, if less than n nodes are reachable then the graph is not connected, i.e., the Z-link identifies
a cut. Furthermore, from Theorem 3, we can conclude that if
the number of visited nodes is exactly k or n − k then the cut
induces a k-bipartition of the graph.
Proposition 5 (Algorithm Complexity): The complexity of
the decentralized algorithm is bounded from above by the
complexity of the centralized algorithm.
Proof: From Theorem 5, we know that the number of
Z-links in the graph bounded by O(n2 ). In the decentralized
algorithm each Z-link can be directly identified with cost O(1).
For each Z-link, a traversal of the graph is performed that is
upper bounded by O(n) complexity, yielding O(n3 ) overall,
our desired result.
Proposition 6 (Memory Requirements): An upper bound
for the memory requirements for each agent i scales like
O(n2 ).
Proof: The memory requirements for an agent i is dictated
by the storage of Z-link induced cuts known by the agent
itself. Therefore, in the worst case scenario, a single leader
may be able to see the entire graph in two-hops and thus such
an agent would need to store all potential cuts in the graph.
At this point, from Theorem 5, we know that the number of
Z-links is O(n2 ), thus the thesis follows.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
To demonstrate the correctness and complexity of our proposed methods, we simulated various rigid networks and
identified their feasible rigid bipartitions, the results of which
we now report. First, to illustrate the identification of a bipartition, consider the nonminimally rigid network in Fig. 7 with
n = 20 nodes. Solid edges belong to the independent set,
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Fig. 8. The network can be partitioned into two subgraph of k = 7 nodes
(blue dash-dotted edges) and n − k = 13 nodes (green dashed edges). The
solid red edges represent the cut.

Fig. 9. Percentage of cuts that are not Z-links, for varying number of nodes.

i.e., the edges that ensure the minimal rigidity of the network,
where independence was determined using our decentralized
methods detailed in [42]. The identified rigid bipartition is
then depicted in Fig. 8: the first component has k = 7 nodes
(blue dash-dotted edges) and the second has n − k = 13 nodes
(green dashed edges). The solid red edges belong to the cut,
i.e., they are the Z-link edges.
It may be perceived that evaluating only Z-links as candidate
cuts could be very limiting in terms of identifying bipartitions
in the network. For this reason, to validate our strategy, we
performed a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the ratio of
cuts that are overlooked in randomly generated graphs by only
considering Z-links as candidate cuts. In this regard, Fig. 9
shows that the percentage of cuts that are lost is relatively low
(at least statistically), that is on the order of twenty-five percent. Note that, there may be degenerate cases where Z-links
fail to identify cuts, however, the Monte Carlo simulation suggests that, at least in the sense of an average case, the proposed
algorithm performs well in identifying cuts in a network. In
our opinion, the relatively low impact of considering only
Z-links represents a reasonable tradeoff for the purposes of
decentralization.
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Fig. 10. Average number of Z-links found by varying the number of nodes.

Fig. 11. Average number of operations performed by Algorithm 1, as a
function of the number of nodes.

In order to analyze complexity, an extensive Monte Carlo
analysis for a network with a number of nodes varying
from 4 to 20 has been considered. Thousand trials were run
for each configuration and average values were taken. Fig. 10
shows the average (blue solid line) of the number of Z-links
found in the network by varying the number of nodes, corroborating the conclusion in Proposition 5 on the O(n2 ) scaling
of the Z-link search problem. Our claim of overall polynomial complexity is then verified by Fig. 11 showing the
average of the number of operations performed by centralized Algorithm 1, as a function of the number of nodes. It is
apparent that our method exhibits O(n3 ) complexity, making
it a feasible means of rigid splitting in multiagent teams.
Finally, our Monte Carlo analysis illustrates the performance of the decentralized algorithms proposed in Section IV.
Fig. 12 depicts that the average number of operations for
the parallelized Z-link search, by means of Algorithm 7, is
O(n2 ). Fig. 13 compares the complexity of the decentralized
Algorithm 5, using our proposed smart search heuristics, with
a standard DFS as in the centralized Algorithm 1. It is apparent
that our heuristics have asymptotically improved complexity,
which is demonstrated7 to be of order O(n2 log(n)).
7 Our future work aims to provide a formal proof of this complexity.

Fig. 12. Average number of ops of decentralized Z-links search, for varying
number of nodes.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the complexity of the decentralized Algorithm 5,
using our proposed smart search heuristics, with a standard DFS as in the
centralized Algorithm 1.

Remark 6: It is worth noting that our simulation results
indicate that a particular cut, if it exists, can be found in sub
O(n3 ) time, and that the set of all rigidity-preserving cuts can
be found in O(n3 ) time, by storing all encountered cuts. As
a point of comparison, consider that evaluating infinitesimal
rigidity of a graph requires spectral techniques which exhibit
O(n3 ) complexity in a decentralized context [57].
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the conditions under which
rigidity-preserving bipartitions are identified and iterative algorithms to perform such an identification. Motivation was
derived from the implications of rigid networks for example in formation control and localizability, and the flexibility
that splitting can provide for a robotic team. Our methods
exploited the previously considered Z-link structure for defining rigid partitions, and a supergraph search mechanism to
facilitate the discovery of network Z-links. Decentralization
was then achieved through parallelization of Z-link discover,
and leader election to distribute the evaluation of potential graph cuts. Finally, simulation results corroborated our
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claims of algorithm correctness and guaranteed polynomial
complexity.
Future work will focus on optimally rigid bipartitioning,
multipartitioning, possible application in a 3-D workspace,
integration with obstacle avoidance and detection for environment appropriate splitting, and real-world application.
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